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Title
“Mission Museums for the 21st Century”: 15 measures for tomorrow’s museums
Abstract
The Museums Mission of the 21st Century (report in March 2017)
The French Ministry of Culture has been conducting a prospective study, for one year, to
identify the guiding axes of a public policy of museums facing the challenges of a society in
transition. During 700 meetings, also enriched by a citizen digital consultation, professionals
and French and international museum partners worked on four themes:
• a philosophy of action consistent with contemporary society based on diversity: Concept of
the Ethics and Citizen Museum;
• the capacity of museums to transform to participate in the development of territories concept of the Protean Museum - in situ, outside its walls, dematerialized;
• new cultural mediations to expand, engage audiences and engage them in museum life inclusive and collaborative museum concept;
• the revitalization of businesses and organizations to consolidate the public service mission in
times of financial constraint — the museum's concept as a creative professional and economic
ecosystem.
From its conclusions, the ministry implements decisions with two main axes:
- to open more and more the museum to the widest public;
- provide museum professionals with concrete help in the exercise of their jobs
MC Labourdette will present the approach of the Museums of the 21st century in its
development and achievements.
The report is accessible to all on the Ministry's website.

